Background.
I am a Human-Computer Interaction student, and am currently coming towards the end of finishing up my thesis. It is an explorator y piece
looking into understanding whether technology helped or harmed our ability to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic. I spoke to 40 UKbased participants, aged 18-60, who shared their experiences via a diar y study and in-depth inter views. Along with my own
experience of the lockdown, I wanted to share my learnings from these conversations, and a possible solution.

The problem.
While the list of challenges during this time was *long*, for the purpose of this submission, I will discuss the one that was mentioned the
most. The overwhelming majority of participants discussed difficulties with seperating work and play at home. This means that
several people faced issues of being “always on” during lockdown, and were unable to fully detach from work, as they were often using the
same environment, as well as the same devices, for both work and leisure (also known as ‘productive’ and ‘non-productive’ time). While we
would ideally keep seperate devices for each of these activities, and have a seperate work space in our homes, the harsh reality is that this
is luxur y that most people can’t afford.
There is a lot of talk of work-from-home becoming more common, with people going into offices mainly for meetings, team-building, events
- basically for collaboration purposes, which is ver y hard to re-create online with the technology we have at the moment. At the same time,
the issue of commercial buildings being empty have arose. Even if we do go to the office, they will unlikely be used at the same capacity that
they were before. It is also likely that the age of dedicated company buildings in the city are coming to an end, and we might start seeing a
shift of people working from home and close to home, rather than regularly commuting to their company headquarters/offices.
Therefore, the issue described is two-fold - people need to seperate their work and home lives in some sense (as it is unlikely that
ever ybody can have seperate devices or physical spaces to keep that divide), and the ‘offices to let’ real estate is becoming emptier by day.

A possible solution.
Versatile, multi-purpose buildings.
One building can have multiple purposes, at one point in time, as well as over time. It does not need to be labelled with a single purpose.
We need to make it easier for buildings to transform into the purpose they need to ser ve as a response to rapidly changing societal needs an office space, a residential space, a well-being/mental health support space, a cafe, a collaboration zone, an event venue. Ever ything that is
part of these buildings should be easy to lift and shift - for example, furniture can be rented, not bought (which is also the more sustainable
option); work stations can be portable and easy to move to accommodate social distancing when needed (such as Hightower’s Ziggy table);
rooms such as youkube can be used in more open spaces.
Additionally, policy needs to respond to allow ‘easy-to-convert’ buildings - currently, there are different laws and tax implications for
‘commercial’, ‘residential’, ‘office’ properties - these kind of bureaucratic hurdles often disincentivise organisanisations from pursuing such
new ventures.
In terms of location, they could initially be in central spaces which are currently empty, but could eventually move toward specific boroughs,
as people start to work from and close to home, becoming community and local hubs. A similar initiative is already being pushed in Paris via
the ’15-min city’ concept. Enabling these buildings to also become residential as and when needed adds a whole new dimension.
While this idea may be considered simple, I am proposing it as I believe it is ver y straightforward and realistic to implement. I have seen a
version of it in Dulwich, London at oruspace . I have walked through ‘the city’ multiple times during lockdown, and have seen countless empty
buildings (which often keep their lights on day and night - but that is another issue). There is potential to maximise space utilisation in high
cost city hubs through multifunctional re-purposing, i.e. for a space to ser ve a specific function at a specific point in time, interchangeably.

Mentioned items/locations

Youkube (youkube.co.uk)

Oru (oruspace.co)

Ziggy table (hightoweraccess.com/
products/ziggy-table)

